Breath-Holding with Hyperventilation: An Invisible Danger
Breath-holding is sometimes seen as a gauge of fitness, and may be practised in various settings on
land and in water by fitness enthusiasts, swimmers and divers. Trends like the Wim Hof method,
popularised by the Dutch extreme athlete of that name, incorporate hyperventilation and breathholding in a breathing exercise touted to have beneficial effects.

Don’t Mix With Water!
As a technique to lengthen breath-holding, some people may take many fast breaths beforehand to
increase the amount of time they can then spend holding their breath. This is known as
hyperventilation or over-breathing.
Unknown to many, deliberate hyperventilation practised in the context of swimming or in the water
can be deadly. It puts swimmers at risk of a phenomenon known as “Shallow Water Blackout” (hypoxic
blackout), a common cause of drowning among competitive, advanced swimmers and divers (1,2). It
is so named because many reports of this occur at less than 5m, although it can happen at any depth.
Hyperventilation exercises popularised by the Wim Hof method have led to deaths worldwide (3,4)
when practised in or near bodies of water. The official Wim Hof website warns people not to use these
breathing techniques near the water due to this risk.

How does Shallow Water Blackout (hypoxic blackout) occur?
The build-up of carbon dioxide (CO2) is what alerts our brain that we need to take a breath. Taking a
series of fast breaths (hyperventilation) expels CO2 from the lungs, and lengthens the time till the
brain tells the body that the next breath needs to be taken.
If hyperventilation is done prior to immersion in water, lower-than-normal CO2 levels in the
swimmer’s blood means that the swimmer is not prompted to take a breath despite the fact that
oxygen levels are being depleted through breath-holding and exercise. Once oxygen levels dip below
the level needed to maintain consciousness, the swimmer faints without any warning as the urge to
surface and breathe has been suppressed.
After fainting has occurred, CO2 levels build up and the unconscious swimmer takes a reflex breath
while still underwater, leading to water entering the lungs (aspiration) or provoking a spasm of the
airway. This begins the drowning process, and results in death unless the swimmer is observed to be
in difficulty and rescued in a timely manner.
This loss of consciousness may be mistaken for a deliberate breath-holding exercise as there is no
struggle or signs of distress. Drowning is hard to spot and rescue may be delayed. In reports from the
1970s, breath holding experiments indicated that the time between loss of consciousness and death
may be no longer than 2.5 minutes, as in such cases the swimmer has already had a long period of
breath-holding prior to falling unconscious and is already at risk of oxygen-deprivation injury (5).
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Keeping safe in the water
Shallow Water Blackout is known to occur with the following features of breath-holding:
1. Hyperventilation.
2. Competitive breath-holding, when the swimmer is competing with themselves or with friends
in play or in the course of sport training or work, including military diving (1,2,5,6). The
competitive nature of sports may lead to self-misjudgement of capabilities in highly trained
swimmers, who are at risk.
3. Repetitive prolonged breath-holding, whether static or concurrently with training activities,
such as repetitive underwater laps in which the swimmer may not surface between laps (2,6).

The Shallow Water Blackout Prevention website recommends a ban on prolonged breathholding in pools for the general public and summarises safety recommendations as follows:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Never hyperventilate.
Never ignore the urge to breathe.
Never swim alone.
Never play breath-holding games.
No repetitive underwater laps. One lap, breathe.
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Further education materials and videos
Shallow Water Blackout Prevention is a non-profit organisation started in 2011 by the family of Gene
“Whitner” Milner, to raise awareness of the dangers of hyperventilation and prolonged breathholding after the death of 25-year-old Whitner in his own backyard pool while practising breathholding for spear-fishing. See the website (http://www.shallowwaterblackoutprevention.org/) for
more resources, including signage, teaching aids and videos.
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